Helsinki South Harbour Artist Residence and Exhibition Hall
Our project attempts to infuse Helsinki’s South Harbor with urban vitality, and address
the current trajectory of the international art market. In the contemporary art world the
production and consumption of art is polarized. The act of artistic creation is alienated
from large-scale global art events where art objects are perceived as commodities. This
project aims to reverse this division by integrating space for art-making with a large scale
exhibition hall. Additionally, this multipurpose facility creates a public amenity on an
urban scale while fostering new opportunities for public-private partnership.
The exhibition hall, a generic field of columns, is located at the center of the project. The
flexible nature of this space allows it to absorb a wide range of events, including international exhibitions, private art fairs and commercial conventions thus drawing a diverse
group of constituents to the site. While the interior of the hall is operates for private
events, the hall’s expansive roof is co-opted as public domain. Rising out of the ground
on the northern part of the site, the roof is a topographic pedestrian infrastructure that
connects to the adjacent park and ferry terminal. Additionally, the roof surface can be
used for outdoor recreational activities and events.
Floating above the exhibition hall on the southern end of the site is a rectangular bar of
stacked artist’s studios and exhibition spaces. The studios present the opportunity for an
artist-in-residence program and are interspersed with shared facilities such as a media
lab, library and maker-space which are accessible to both artists and the public.
Connecting the exhibition hall with the residential bar is an extended harbor walk that
provides views out into the harbor and back towards the Cathedral, and also acts as a
covered and conditioned promenade. This strip of public space is bounded by the water
to one side, and traditional gallery spaces for art exhibition to the other. The promenade
culminates in a grand vertical atrium in the south portion of the building that connects to
both the park via an indoor walkway as well as the public amenities within the bar building. The project proposes a scale shift in the city of Helsinki that will stimulate new
modes of commercial and public enterprise.
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